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We discuss the electronic-level structure of finite semiconductor superlattices and the inhuence of accumulation and depletion regions on the surface localized states (Tamm states). Exact solutions of the
Poisson and Schrodinger equations are obtained self-consistently, through use of a nonuniform jellium
model. Both high-energy and low-energy Tamm states are found.

Recently, much interest has been devoted to the electronic subband structure and the dynamics of carriers
near the surface of an otherwise uniform semiconductor.
Two kinds of space-charge-related
systems have been
studied: (1) Depletion-layer systems, in which electrons
are repelled away from the surface by charges trapped in
surface states resulting from dangling bonds, defects, impurities, etc. The dynamics of electrons in such systems
has been studied experimentally'
by means of electronenergy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), and theoretically'
by
means of nonlocal dynamical
response theory.
(2)
Accumulation-layer
systems, in which electrons are attracted to the surface by the presence of an excess of opposite charges. Accumulation-layer systems can be created by exposing hydrogen atomic gas onto the surface
[e.g. , InAs, ' ZnO (Refs. 7 and 8)], inducing donor levels
which inject positive charges below the surface, bending
the conduction band downward. An accumulation-layer
system can also be achieved by applying an external electric field, or by contacting two materials with different
band gaps (e.g. , GaAs/Al Ga& „As). Experimental
studies of the electronic subband
and theoretical
structure and the dynamics of electrons in accumulation
layers have been carried out extensively.
In a finite superlattice, fabricated from layers of GaAs
alternating with doped Al Ga, As layers, there also exist these same two kinds of layers, depletion layers and
accumulation layers. A prime example of depletion layer
in a semiconductor superlattice can be found in the quantum Hall effect (QHE) experiment performed by Stormer
et aI. The sample used in the experiment consisted of 30
layers of 188-A undoped GaAs, alternating with 30 layers
of 38-A silicon-doped Al Ga, As. Near the top layers
of the superlattice, the depletion region was formed as a
result of the pinning of the Fermi level below its position
in intrinsic GaAs due to the midgap surface states.
Stormer et al. also studied the miniband structure of the
GaAs/Al„Ga, „As superlattice using a simple KronigThe
Penney model with cyclic boundary conditions.
discrepancies between the observed activation energy
defined as the difference between the Fermi energy and
the closest energy level, and the calculated result was
found. Later, Ulloa and Kirczenow' performed a tightbinding calculation, in which the surface states associated
with depletion layers were predicted, and agreement be-
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tween their calculations and the experimental results was
achieved.
In this paper, we report results of the full selfconsistent calculations of the electronic energy-level
structure of a finite modulation-doped
superlattice.
Much attention is concentrated on the influences of accumulation and depletion layers. An assumed surface
charge n, is used to simulate trapped charges inside surface states that induce the accumulation layer for positive
n, or the depletion layer for negative n, . In contrast to
our earlier work, ' where the ionized donor distribution
was uniform and can be treated by the jellium model, a
modulation-doped superlattice ionized donor distribution
is no longer uniform. We have used a square-well function as the background donor distribution, which is similar to that of introducing atoms (although in one dimension) in jellium models.
Our model, described by the dashed lines in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b), consists of the following sample parameters: N,
the number of layers; nonuniform positive charge (donor)
distribution nD(z), shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1(a);
surface charge n, on both sides of our sample slab;
square-well background potential v~(z), which is composed of the surface barrier E, and the interior barrier
E~, shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1(b). The conduction electrons inside the quantum wells are treated as
free-electron gas in the plane parallel to the surface, and
are characterized by an effective mass m . In the
effective-mass approximation, the electron eigenenergies
have the form

Ak
where the first term describes the energies of the free
electron moving parallel to the surface, and the second
term represents the energy levels of the quantized motion
of electrons along the direction of growth. The singleparticle wave functions describing the quantized motion
in the z direction satisfy the Schrodinger equation
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functional formalism, U, z(z) is the simple Hartree potential U~(z), which obeys the Poisson equation, supplemented by the background potential barriers shown by the
dashed line in Fig. 1(b), and an exchange and correlation
The Hartree
potential U„, (z) of Hedin and Lundqvist.
potential vH(z) is the solution of the Poisson equation

"

U~(z)

I

=—

dz'~z

—z'~ [n (z') —n D(z')],

(3)

where n (z) is the electron number density and nD(z) is
the nonuniform doping density depicted by the dashed
line in Fig. 1(a). Based on a guessed charge density n (z),
UH(z) is obtained from the integral in Eq. (3) to calculate
P;(z) is found by solving the
U, s(z); subsequently,
Schrodinger equation, after which n (z) is updated using
the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. The Schrodinger
and Poisson equations are solved iteratively until the
self-consistency is reached. ' The Fermi energy is found
by the condition of overall charge neutrality of the sample. 120 sine functions were used to expand the wave
functions P&(z), and a similar expansion was applied to
the effective potential U, s.(z); finally, the Schrodinger
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FIG. 1. (a) Self-consistent charge densities0 of the first three
layers for the accumulation (n, =0.2X 10 A ) and depletion
0. 4X10 A ) layers are shown by the thin and thick
(n, = —
solid lines, respectively. The background-doping-density
profile
is depicted by the dashed line. The following parameters were
used in the calculation: barrier width 38 A, well width 188 A,
number
of layers N = 11, Ez =0.4 eV, E, =0. 38 eV,
m*=0. 067 m, and 8=12.9. (b) SelfnD =1.9X10
consistent potential v, z(z) of the first three layers for the accumulation (depletion) layer shown by the thin (thick) solid line.
The background potential profile of the superlattice interior is
shown by the dashed line. Note the diff'erence between the surface barrier height E, and that of the interior, E&.
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was transferred

into a nonlinear

tion. '
Figure

matrix equa-

1 shows the self-consistent
charge density and
effective potential for the accumulation layer (thin solid
and for the depletion layer
line), n, =0.2X10
0. 4X10 . The superlattice sample
(thick line), n, = —
has 11 periods with E~ =0.4 eV, and E, =0. 38 eV, while
the other parameters were chosen to match the experiment. The surface charges for both cases affect only the
top layer because of the high potential barriers. The
self-consistent charge-density profiles of interior layers
for accumulation and depletion cases are strongly inhoThe electron charge densities at the doping
mogeneous.
sites are small but finite due to the weak tunneling effect;
however, the charge densities at the centers of the wells
are approximately
40 times larger than those at the
centers of doped Al„Gai As layers, resulting in quasitwo-dimensional electron gases. In the outermost quantum well, the shift of the peak of the charge density is toward (away fram) the surface for the accumulation (depletion) layer, originated in the fact that the positive (negative) surface charges attract (repel) the electrons. Because of the extra density of states at the surface, the
weight of the charge density in the first well is different
from that of the interior of the superlattice. Figure 1(b)
shows the self-consistent effective potential v, s(z). For
As superlattice,
the modulation-doped
GaAs/Al„Ga&
in which the Al„Gai „As layers are doped with Si, electrons supplied by Si donors are transferred to the GaAs
quantum wells and leave positive ions behind. For an individual interior well, the upward conduction-band bending shown in Fig. 1(b) is almost parabolic, indicating the
linearity and symmetry of the electric field inside the
well. Because of the small thickness of the barriers, the
downward band bending in the barriers is visible but
weak. For the depletion case, in the outermost layer the
electrons are pushed inward into the superlattice as a result of the presence of the repulsive force on electrons;
hence, the potential is raised near the surface. In contrast, for the accumulation case, in the outermost layer
the bottom of the surface potential is depressed below its
interior counterpart. '
The wave functions of occupied states for both accumulation and depletion layers are presented in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b), respectively, in the order of their corresponding
energy levels. The most striking feature presented in Fig.
2 is the set of highly surface-localized states (also known
as Tamm states). The justification for the existence of
these surface-localized states is given by Tamm, ' who
showed that if the Kronig-Penney square-well potential is
terminated by a surface barrier, there will be discrete en' As we have
ergy levels within the forbidden band gap.
and in the tightalready seen in the experiment
the Tamm state exists above the
binding calculations, '
miniband continuum for the depletion case, which is revealed in our results shown in Fig. 2(b). Because of the
symmetry of our sample, the uppermost two modes, associated with both surfaces of the slab, are degenerate. Unlike the depletion layer, the accumulation layer supports
a Tamm state (also twofold degenerate), which exists
below the lowest miniband continuum as illustrated in
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FIG. 3. Calculated energy levels as a function of surface
charge n, . The model parameters were chosen to be the same as
given in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 2. (a) and (b) show the eigenfunctions of the lowest 11
occupied states for the accumulation and depletion layer, respectively, in the order of their corresponding energy levels.
Fig. 2(a). This unusual Tamm state is more heavily populated than that in the Tamm states above the miniband
continuum at low temperature;
therefore, the former
"low-energy" Tamm state should play a more important
role in electronic excitations. An experiment has been
designated to study this "low-energy" Tamm state. '
Such a low-energy Tamm state can be obtained by lowering the potential barrier of the terminating layer, or by
widening the outermost quantum well. The latter case
had been investigated by Agullo-Rueda et al. ' By inspecting the delocalized electronic wave function, we find
the evolution of the Bloch-like states corresponding to 11
quantum wells. In order to construct the dispersion relation, we evaluate the wave vector k of the Bloch wave by
finding the envelope function for each state. Our calculated dispersion relation of an 11-layer superlattice is
slightly lower than that obtained by the Kronig-Penney
model for an infinite superlattice.
To illustrate the effect of accumulation and depletion
layers introduced by surface charges, we have depicted

eigenenergies as a function of surface charge n, in Fig. 3.
As expected, two groups of energy levels form the two
lowest minibands.
For each miniband, there are two
midgap-lying Tamm states which are surface localized.
For an accumulation (depletion) layer, the energy level of
the Tamm state is lower (higher) than the miniband continuum. Note the nearly linear behavior of the energy
level of the Tamm state as a function of surface charge
density n„and the anticrossing behavior of the Tamm
state due to the interaction between it and the miniband
continuum. If the terminating barrier is lower than the
rest of the superlattice, the Tamm state exists below the
miniband. ' In the sample used in our calculation, the
surface barrier E, is lower than the interior barrier height
E~; therefore, the energy of the Tamm state shown in
Fig. 3 is below the miniband for a slightly negative surface charge density. The arrows in Fig. 3 indicate values
of surface charge density at which the self-consistent
charge density and effective potential are calculated as
shown in Fig. 1.
In conclusion, we have applied the self-consistent
method to determine exactly the energy-leve1 structure of
a modulation-doped superlattice. The effect of accumulation and depletion layers has been studied. We have
found a low-energy (high-energy) surface-localized state
for the accumulation (depletion) layer. Our results also
revealed the band structure of a bulk superlattice.
Discrepancies between our results and those obtained by
the Kronig-Penney model indicate the importance of a
realistic model.
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